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If you do decide to get your Brazilian wax
done at a local salon or spa,
here are some questions you should ask.
•

Has your esthetician been formally trained in Brazilian waxing?
o The answer should be YES! (video tapes don’t count)

•

How many Brazilian waxes do you do in a week?
o You should be comfortable with this answer. If they don't do at least 5 to 7 per
week, they probably don’t have the skill you will be looking for.

•

Does your esthetician use a NEW applicator each and every time they apply
wax?
o Don’t even play around with this one. If a NEW applicator is not used every time the
wax is applied DON’T EVEN CONSIDER going there. You can become
contaminated! Most salons use the same applicator. It is unsafe!
o Word Of Advice: If you are getting a wax (eyebrow or Brazilian) and they use the
same applicator each time they dip in the wax, GET UP AND LEAVE! Your health
will depend on it.
o Sorry to be so strong about this but your safety should be the #1 concern

•

Is hard wax used in the sensitive areas?
o The answer to this one should also be yes. The inner and outer Labia (lip) area is
very sensitive and the skin is much thinner. If a strip wax is used it can remove
skin, bruise the area and be very painful. Hard wax is much safer and more
comfortable. It does not stick to the skin and will not bruise you. Most people do
not use hard wax because it is much more expensive and more difficult to apply.
o We ALWAYS use hard wax on all your delicate areas.

•

Does your esthetician use a cream wax or a honey wax?
o Cream wax is much more comfortable and stronger. It usually has additional skin
buffers built into the wax to be soothing on the skin. (ours does) The old style
honey wax is VERY sticky and uncomfortable when used for a Brazilian wax.

If the person booking your wax does not have the answer to these
questions, ask to speak to the person performing the service.
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